FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
TCGRx ANNOUNCES THE LAUNCH OF
HIGH-VOLUME ADHERENCE SYSTEM
New high-volume adherence packaging
system addresses scale needs of the market
while reducing cost to fill
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POWERS LAKE, WIS. August 25, 2018

On the opening day of the National Association
LPU
of Chain Drug Stores Total Store Expo (NACDS-TSE),
TCGRx unveiled the latest in their CentralRx™
product line aimed at high-volume adherence solutions.
This unique and proprietary system is the evolution
of a model that has been deployed in the market for
the last 2 years with one of their strategic pharmacy
partners. Through the course of this design effort,
TCGRx has now brought to market a system that
is capable of handling more patients and more
scripts, while delivering the lowest possible cost to fill. These solutions encompass the utilization of conveyors,
vial filling, pouch packaging, and blister filling in high-volume quantities.
TCGRx is currently the market leader, and is the packaging engine behind the majority of every sizable
pharmacy providing adherence packaging today. TCGRx offers the most efficient system available for
adherence packaging, and is known as an innovator of new technologies that address medication compliance
packaging. The CentralRx system integrates various high-volume modular components to allow a pharmacy to
scale patient on-boarding, while neutralizing overhead costs.
The founder of TCGRx, Duane Chudy, explained the details of the system; “The CentralRx system combines
scalable automation with RFID conveyance to facilitate adherence packaging on a level similar to other
traditional mail order and central fill pharmacies, while also keeping the cost to fill a script in line with industry
standards.”
The new system will also feature a larger ATP packager that scales incrementally from 320 medications to 640
and 960, referred to as the ATP® HV — automated tablet packaging for high-volume. This system includes new
robotics for replenishing work stations, new software that reduces manual processes, and unique conveyor
solutions to tie everything together.”
TCGRx is outlining the new system in detail at NACDS. To learn more about CentralRx and its newest product,
ATP HV, visit the TCGRx booth #450, or call us at 262-279-5307.
About TCGRx
TCGRx is a leading supplier of pharmacy automation, offering scalable solutions that range from simple
packaging technology to enterprise-wide perpetual inventory management. TCGRx solutions are specifically
designed to make pharmacies and their processes more efficient. The company provides comprehensive work
flow automation, including design and consultation services, to offer in-patient, out-patient and long-term care
pharmacies a fully featured, integrated solution. With a strong presence in pharmacy markets throughout the
U.S. and Canada, TCGRx is headquartered in Powers Lake, WI. For additional information, visit
www.TCGRx.com, find us on Facebook, or contact us at 262.279.5307.

